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Issued, Cross-Reference and Replaced events are similar and often get confused
when they are submitted in the Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) database.
This guide offers a better understanding of each event.

CROSS-REFERENCE | EVENT
A Cross-Reference Event is used to
cross-reference an approved tag that has
been lost with it’s newly applied approved
tag number. This event can only be used
when the lost tag number is known.

				
ISSUED | EVENT
		
An Issued Event is used to report approved
tags that have been purchased or received
from an approved dealer, a neighbour or
directly from the CCIA webstore.

REPLACED | EVENT
A Replaced Event is used to report an
approved tag that has replaced a lost tag
and the previous tag number is not known.

WHO REPORTS?
Any location such as a farm, auction,
feedlot (intermediate sites) and abattoirs
can report a Cross-Reference Event when
they replace a lost tag and the previous
tag number is known. A Move-In Event is
required on the lost tag prior to entering
the Cross-Reference Event if the animal is
arriving from another location.

WHO REPORTS?
Approved Dealers and CCIA on behalf of
stakeholders can enter Issued Events. If a
producer buys or receives tags from a
neighbour then the approved tag
numbers need to be transferred to
the new producers inventory and this
can only be done by contacting a CCIA
representative who will then report the
Issued Event.

WHO REPORTS?
Any location receiving an animal such as a
farm, auction, feedlot (intermediate sites)
and abattoirs must replace the lost tag
and can enter the new tag number as a
Replaced Event.

WHY REPORT?
A Cross-Reference Event is reported so that
the recently applied approved tag is linked
to the prior tag number so that the herd
of origin and other traceability data is not
lost.

WHY REPORT?
An Issued Event is reported to transfer
recently acquired approved tags into the
CLTS account holders Unused Tag Inventory
so that those tags are ready for application
to the owner’s animals. Approved
Dealers are required to report an Issued
Event within 24 hours of approved tags
being purchased.

CROSS-REFERENCE instructions

ISSUED instructions

WHY REPORT?
An approved tag is required for all animals
that have left the herd of origin and a
Replaced Event reports that the animal’s
tag was replaced by a site that was not the
herd of origin. A Replaced Event is reported
so that the recently applied approved tag
and its associated tag number is entered
into the owner of the animals CLTS account
holder’s Animal On-Farm Inventory.
REPLACED instructions

https://support.canadaid.ca/clts/submitevents/animal-events/cross-reference/

https://support.canadaid.ca/clts/submitevents/tag-events/issued/

Get to know us better!

Visit the CLTS Resource Centre (CRC),
your destination for traceability education.
CLICK HERE http://support.canadaid.ca
CCIA is the responsible administrator for beef cattle, bison, sheep and pending
regulation, cervids and goats in Canada (with some exceptions in Quebec).

https://support.canadaid.ca/clts/submitevents/animal-events/replaced/

To learn more about how
we are working towards
traceability together,

visit
www.canadaid.ca
info@canadaid.ca | 1-877-909-2333
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